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Abstract 
Light pipes can bring daylight from the sky into deep interior spaces of a building. A pipe is often connected with a 
bend so as to capture more light. Another bend is connected before the exit port to optimize delivery of light into a 
room. This paper presents results of modeling, experiment, and simulation of transmission of light through 
rectangular light pipes.  Analytic method of forward raytracing is used for tracing light rays from the source into the 
bend through to the straight section and through to the bend and then the exit port into the room. The curve surface of 
the entry bend is modeled as a circular bend section. The interior surface of each section is specular but may have 
different reflectances. The algorithms of calculation are coded in MATLAB scripts and functions.  The interior 
surfaces of the rectangular light pipe and bends are lined with a film of reflectance of 99.5%. A set of experiments 
was conducted indoor using an LED lamp as a point source. Results of calculation using the method match closely 
with those from experiments. 
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1. Introduction 
Daylight in the tropical sky is voluminous and daylighting is attractive. One way of bringing daylight 
into the deep interior space of a building is to use light pipe, with highly specular and reflective interior 
surface.  
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The position that each ray intersects with a surface is reference to its coordinate.  In Fig. 2, i represents 
the incident vector of a ray on the surface, n represents the vector normal to the surface at the point of 
intersection and r represents the reflection vector. The three vectors are related in accordance with the law 
of optical physics as  
 
r = i-2(i, n) n         (1) 
In the case where the point of intersection is the circular surface of the pie-shape bend the x and y 
coordinate of the point of intersection follows the following relationship, where R is the radius of the 
bend, 
            
 2 2 2  x y R            (2) 
 
When a ray intersects a point on a flat surface, the dot product of its vector with the normal of the 
surface takes on negative value.  
In the method of forward raytracing, each individual ray is traced along its path of travel from a light 
source, where it is specularly reflected when it encounters a specular surface.  At the point of interception 
with a surface, a part of radiative power in the ray is absorbed, and the other part is specularly reflected. 
For the present work, the glazing elements at the entry and exit ports of a pipe are omitted in order to 
elucidate the mechanism of transmission of light rays through the pipe and to distinguish its features from 
the effects of transmission by the port elements.  
A ray with a given direction of travel is tested if it will intersect the exit or entry ports of a given 
section. If not, then it must intersect the bend or the pipe surface. The locations of the intersection and 
reflection vectors are then computed, and the ray continues to travel. This is repeated until the ray 
intersects an entry or exit port of the given section. A counter is used to count the number of times a ray 
intersects the surface of each section. A coordinate transformation is required when the coordinates 
between adjacent sections differ. When a ray leaves the exit port of the pipe, its position on the port and 
the direction of travel are recorded. After A ray leave the pipe exit then it continues to travel into a room. 
A rectangular room is located at the exit port as illustrated in Fig 3. The walls, ceiling, and floors can be 
each divided conceptually into many sections. In this work Floor was divided into 80 sub-sections as in 
Fig.4. MATLAB functions were developed to calculate form factors and configuration factors between 
sections and location of sections. Specular rays and diffuse flux from the exit port reaching a section 
contribute as direct illuminance on the section. The specularly reflected light ray continues to travel to 
other section surfaces until its flux becomes too small to trace. With given diffuse reflectance of each 
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